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L. A. G. STRONG

was educated at Dulwich College and
Wadham College, Oxford, where he joined the Newcomen Society, a
organization which included Robert Nichols and Robert Cotton.
Rejoined because of ill health from
serving in the War, he returned home
to look after his family in Oxford and
the district. He is the head of the
Suffolks English
preparatory school, Dunsford, Devon.
After the graduation from Oxford he
retained his position as a writer for
two years, before he joined the
M.I.P. at the time of his promotion.

Mr. Strong is the author of several
volumes of verse—Dulwich Days, The
Leaden Road and Ecclesiastical Love—\nhere he ispublished, but known only by the few
novels, Doctor Dilett, which gained an
immediate success in England, winning
over 200,000 copies and running an
improving press. This was followed by
The English Captain, a collection of
Short Paragraphs, and The Jealous Ghost
(London), all of which have sold well and
are in high demand.

\n
THE ENGLISH CAPTAIN

by L. A. G. STRONG

Mr. Strong is a keen writer of historical
fiction. The love of M. Strong for
England's past and present history is
reflected in his writing. He has a
particular interest in the
Elizabethan and Jacobean eras, and
his books reflect this.

This novel is the direct answer to the
reviewer in the New Statesman who said of The
English Captain, "If only Mr. Strong could
harness his remarkable talents to a
longer scale...we predict a great future for his work."

THE JEALOUS GHOST

by L. A. G. STRONG

The story of an American, John
Gardiner Dunlap, who rejects a
romantic holiday with his English cousin in his
assumed home in the Western
Highlands. This house of which he
never heard spoken with passionate excitement
and longing seems merely familiar to
life and delightful because he
completely forgets how he has
become familiar to this world of
a ghostly mystery who haunts the house. This "ghost" is
not the only person he knows. There see
they two convicts, another young lady
and a girl who he feels is love.
Their presence has led all to some
measure of anxiety allowed by the
mysterious and wild setting that
happens to them during their stay in the old
house, and the
confusing situations and preliminary
suggestions are
handled in the book because
interestingly others.